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imes-icore and 3DISC Partner to Meet Global Demand

Eiterfeld, Germany: imes-icore today announced a new partnership with 3DISC to advance digitalization 
within dentistry. Together, imes-icore and 3DISC are excited to bring together the best of German, French, 
and American ingenuity to provide dental professionals the latest in scanning technology.    

“As the key success factor of dentistry belongs to the development of digitalization, we are pleased to create 
the future together with 3DISC, “says Christoph Stark, CEO at imes-icore.

“Digitalization is the starting point of unlimited future dentistry. With our reliable dental solutions and versatile 
workflow, we are proud to offer our customers a wide range of powerful and precious digital scanning technol-
ogy,” says Dr. Michael Krieg, Dentist and Head of Business Development at imes-icore.

“It is exciting for 3DISC to have an industry authority such as imes-icore to recognize the Heron as one of the 
future leaders in the IOS market,” says Marie-Laure Pochon, CEO and President at 3DISC. “We are delighted to 
establish this partnership with one of the most recognized milling machine manufacturers in dentistry.”

ABOUT 3DISC
3DISC is an agile American manufacturer and global provider of inclusively digital IOS solutions. With head 
quarters in the United States and France, 3DISC’s multi-disciplinary team of digital experts are committed to 
taking digital beyond by delivering relevant clinical benefits to dental professionals worldwide. When den-
tal clinics choose 3DISC, they are choosing continuous innovation and a solution that will bring beauty and 
simplicity to their workday; empowering doctors to provide the highest quality treatment to their patients. 

ABOUT imes-icore
imes-icore is a German company founded in 2002. With innovation and customer-oriented technologies at 
their core, imes-icore is able to provide the worlds largest product portfolio in dental milling and profession-
al solutions in labs and milling centers. Now, imes-icore takes the next step towards digitalization, taking 
advantage of high-quality digital scanning to improve the workflow for all dental professionals. 
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